
   From ancient times human beings have developed symbols that brought together 

opposites. Like the symbol of Taegeuk which can be translated as ‘great polarity’, 

symbols that hold and contain polarities into one seemed to have held significance. 

In Eastern traditions, the morning star Venus which can be seen in the skies when 

day and night change, also held such a symbolic meaning. Traditionally it was called 

the ‘bright-star’ (Myoung-sung, 명성, 明星), and the Chinese character ‘myoung 明’ 

meaning bright, was combined of the characters of the sun and moon. In many areas 

of the Korean peninsula legends and myths of Mago, or Grandmother Samshin 

(Samshin means triple Goddess) can be found. The name of this creation Goddess 

symbolizes the Sun, the Moon, and Venus which contains the polarity. In the case of 

the Western tradition, we also find sections in the bible that refer to Jesus, also a 

symbol of reconciliation, as the 'bright morning star'.  

   The founder of analytical psychology Carl Jung, who had provided the basis for the 

MBTI, regarded individuation and self-actualization as a process of integrating 

opposites. Integrating the shadow, standing the tension of opposites was central to 

inner growth. Currently, we are witnessing our societies become more and more 

polarized. (between di�erent political parties, generations, genders, ideologies, etc.) 

But we don’t see as many symbols that contain those polarities together. In the 

Lachrymatory game, we attempted to create a symbol of reconciliation. The three 

main tear bottles in the game each bear the symbol of the Sun, the Moon, and Venus. 

The Lunamen symbol, standing for Venus combines the Sun and the Moon. 

   This time, try to develop your own symbol of reconciliation. The points on the 

right may provide a guide through this process. If possible, share your work with us 

by tagging us on Instagram (@soulmarkapp). 

      Research symbols from your culture that 

contain a meaning of reconciliation. 

     Think about some traits in your personality 

that you like or dislike. Try to draw them into a 

symbol that contains all these traits together.   

     Think about some social conflicts that 

directly affect you. Draw an image or symbol 

that can reconcile those conflicts. 

     Think about the most pressing conflicts our 

world needs to resolve. Draw a symbol that 

could represent the reconciliation of that 

conflict.   
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